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ABSTRACT 
One of the problems associatea vith the automatic 
isage process~g of satellite photographs such as weather 
~ap5 is the need for image registration; that is, the 
fitt~g 0: a map that has some t=anslat~onal and ~ota-
ti.onal bias to a known data base •. T ..... -i s paper i.:lvesti..gates 
a least squa:e !!lethod of uage regj strat:ion 1,ls-i::lg ax.. 
~age that has been convertad into a bo~ciary map ni:h a 
pi.~el representation 0: 1 for lana, -1 :or water and zero 
[0= cloud p:ixels. A sa.mpled coeela.'tl:'on ar=a:/ is constr'J.c-
ted by shiit~g the weat~er ~ap to locations on a given 
grid, centered around a sampl:a cor=elation ?eak, and 
perio~-;~g an ac:umulation 0: the ~:izel-b!-~ixel com~a-ri-
sons bet~een the weather ~ap and its data base over t~~ 
'Nhole o.ap or a Slaller search undow. A least square 
appro:ci=1ation 0 f -:he transla-::ional and rotat=-or.al bias _5 
per:or::led usi::g the data f::-om ~lti.s saJ:,:lec. cocrel:ation 
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One of the problems associated with the automatic 
image processing of incoming satellite maps such as 
weather map photographs, military reconnaissance photo-
graphs, or earth resource maps is the need for image 
registration; that is, the fitting of a map that has 
some translational and rotational bias to a known data 
base. Therefore it is necessary to perform a pixel-by-
pixel comparison of t he photograph with the stored data 
base and using this comparison data it should be possible 
to perform a spacial registration of the photograph 
removing any translational and rotational bias associated 
with the image. This spacial registration must be per-
formed despite the introduction of noise or distortions 
on the image. Geometric distortions and magnification 
differences may be adjusted by performing adjustments 
to the data base knowing the position of the satellite. 
This paper considers the problem of registering the 
translational and rotational differences of an image using 
the weather map photograph as the subject. These shifts 
should be registered despite the noise introduced by 
clouds in the picture. The inage is assumed to have been 
converted into a boundary map with a pixel representation 
2 
of 1 for land , - 1 for water and zero fo r cloud pixels. 
The computer data base , however , contains only elements 




ttisregi.stration occurs 71h.en i.:nage sens:in.,gs are 
sepa=atec ~ t~e and space such that S?acial ali~~ent 
of the sensor is ~practical or ~possiole. The ~rocess 
of a.li~~g the serlsed izage 7Tit~ a reference i.;1~e '01 
translation and =otation is called ~~gist~atio~ [lJ . 
T:-anslatioD. is that ciis-ca.n.ce along t-;vo ortl::.ogonal a:ces 
~hic~ a po~t O~ the =efer~nce ~age m~st u~ce~g~ to be 
alig:led ',vi th the correspondi.::.g pOll t on the se~sec. i.:lage .. 
Botation is that augular cistance ~tich a ?O~t ~ the 
reference i=age ~ust un~ergo to aave tte same augular 
i.:lage. 
One of t~e earliest ~etnods of ioage 
that o f c:-o ss-cor:-elation. T~e cont~uous correlation 
f:J.Zlction 0 f x and y can be expressed in t710' dimensions as 
-
y(k,l ) = Ii x(r,5 ) y ( r-k,s-1 ) ar as • ( 1 ) --
le::t to ~t:l \;:':!:llicatioll i:l ~:'e ::-eque!lc:r C.OIta.i!l ( :ie ::-ans-
-' 0 _-_ 0 -_- ""( ,' _-,5 ) '''\'' ~ . ~ . . . ... , , :y ,", 4e coopJ..e;{ cO:lJuga-:e c: t.'J.e t:'3.!lS:O:':I:. 
4 
of y(r,s) ), Fourier transforms can be used to determine 
an image correlation. The use of a fast Fourier transform 
( FFT) algorithm leads to a high speed correlation method 
[2] which has been used in image registration [3,4]. 
Barnea and Silverman [5] developed a set of sequen-
tial similarity detection algorithms ( SSDA) that determine 
the translational misregistration by as much as two orders 
of magnitude faster than FFT correlation. These algo-
rithms search for the correlation peak and reject corre-
lation samples that do not meet a certain threshold. 
SSDA's have been com'oined '/lith an iterative least squares 
estimation to perform a translational and rotational 
registration [6]. 
Tranalation and rotation Can be registered by high 
speed cross-correlation if it is performed twice, once in 
cartesian coordinates and agsin in polar coordinates, 
since a rotational shift is equivalent to a translational 
shift in polar coordinates [7]. This paper proposes to 
perform a sampled correlation [8], followed by a least 
squares approximation of the translational and rotational 
misregistration. 
• 
III . APPROACH 
The weather map ( this paper uses a weather picture 
as the lIlisregistered image) is stored in the computer ' s 
memory as a three level map containing two component lev-
els ( land and sea) with values 0 f 1 and - 1 and a distur-
bance level ( clouds) with a value of zero. The image is 
assumed to be free of geometric distortions and magnifica-
tion error with respect to a reference image stored in a 
data base. The coordinate systems of both the weather map 
and data base map have their origins located at the center 
of the map . The coord~ates of the weather map (n',v' ) 
are related to the data base coordinates (u , v ) by the 
linear t r ansformation, 
n'= ucos6 - vsin6+ a 
v' = u sinS + v cose + ~ , ( 2 ) 
where a and ~ is the tranalational misregistration along 
u and v respectively and e is the angular rotational lIlis-
registration of the weather map image , 
A sampled two- dimensional correlation is performed 
oatv/een tte weather map iI:lage and the data base. This is 
done by shifting the ',veather map along the u- and v- axes 
5 
6 
in .equal-dist~t ~crements and perfo~;~g an accumulation 
of the pixel-oy-pixel comparisons over the ~hole pictu=e 




= E E M
7t
( j-u,k-v) 11d ( j,k) 
j=-J k=-!!: 
(3 ) 
";'There j ane. k ~e puel i.:lCic as u a 2J '0'1 ~ sea.r~::: ';'J'j --
':'0';'1 area·, ~1 .::Ire. ~,r ;;""0. the ':'tea~b.er ::!lap anc. data base :lap 71 - ·d _ .... 
-a~ec':"; vel Y - ........ !" ,,- -. 1,Vlleo.ever 1 ; '';8 pixel s are coc:pare-i, 1 is 
added to the accuculat~o~ and ~henever ~ike ~ixels a=e 
I: a clouci 
pixel . . . .:.. ' .. ::'5 c.e'tec .. ec., I"..:le accumulation ~s left un:~~ged, 
since clouc.s !"'aprssent c..:lusaole po!"tions 0: the 'n'ea":l:.s!'" 
ou~ 0: t~e sP~~ation. 
peak sao.ple. ~~;s yeak sample is se~ara:ed ~r~m ~he 
conti~uous co~relati.on peak by less t~an calf ~te saople 
6:-i.C." L"l u ~d less tha.::.. hal: t:::e saaple g~d :..:,. v. 
A square sac?le~ correlation ~=ay is ob~~~e~ :roo 
a set of sam?les aroun~ ~C ~cluj~~g the peak sac~le. 
':'ne ;Jeak sac:;le S8!""T8S as t~e cen~er element 
~ t2is pa;er, a 5 ~ 5 correlation ar=~ -:1as 
7 
by taldng the peak sam-ple and all sam-ples rttb.in =2 sam-
ples of the peak in cot~ the u- and v-d;~ection. The 
samples ~ere spaced 20 pixels apart and aad coorCinates 
of ( Upk :: 20n, Vpk. : 20m ) , -;vhere n and m are integers from 
o to 2 and (Upk,Vpk) represents the coor~ates of the 
peak sam-p1e. 
Once the sam-p1gd correlat~on array has been estab-
lisned, tae sample ele~en~s of the array anc t~ei= co==e-
spond;ng coor~ates are enter~d into a least squares 
ap~ro~ation to est~ate the translational and rotational 
bias OIl the -:veatner map _ This translational and rota-
tiona! result ~ be with respect to t~e location of the 
peak sample. Any translational ·o:!..as on the picture rtll 
be no more thall half the sample g:-j.d, ill v ~ce tne a::ra:y 
~s centered about the sam-pled cor=elat~on peak. 
The ~stance bet~een sample po;~ts, when construc-
t~g the correlation ar~ay, is cete~ed by tbe snalles~ 
detail on the aap· ~bich is to be includec in the regist=a-
t:i.on process [9,10 J. !;owever , if very small details sucil 
as a salt- and- pepper pattern, ~ere to be ~cloded i~ tee 
registrat~on process, then the patte~ could oe inte=-
preted as noise . 
?igure 1 scows tee correlation ~ tte u-direc~ion 













































Co r~elation 0: a scuarg isl~~d con~~~~~g 1~a3 
( sol:':::' l:":le ) '/9:"5'-15 ~::a: c: ':~e sar.: is2.a.:!c 
'_";-;"'ou- l .=au-es (~ -s;"Q '" 1;""0 ') ,, _ w'. ... _~_ _a. ... ____ •. _ 
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lakes. The correlation of this pattern ( solid li~e ) ap-
pears to oe noisy when compa=ed to that of the same island 
The slope 0 f the cor-
relation in figure 1 is . distorted by the lakes 71hen they 
match aga;~st other lakes add;Mg to the correlation ( in-
creas;Mg the slope) and when they ~jsmatch against land 
regions suot~act~g :roo the correlat~on ( iec~9a~~g t~e 
slope ) • 
The change oet?een mi pj ,UI:l ~na :la;d:l'''~ co::-relat"ion, 
~~~ is ~aller tcan t~at of the isl~a con~a;~;~g no 
lakes, because when the island is shifted over the large::-
',vater regj ens c.u:"i..:lg t~e co!"=elation process, :nese small 
lakes match, adding to the correlation value . If the 
c.etaileci :?atte==. 'Ivere severe e!lou.g~, it ","lould. be possible 
:or ~he cor=elation ?eak to oe aasked au: altogether. It 
~~v be necessa.~ to reclaSsify t~~s detail suet that the 
:-sclassiiied re~ons oecome "large lf com'Pa=ec. to -:b.e SaJ:-
~1~6 distance over t~e co~=elation funct~on [11]. 
-. 
IV. D1AG2 CORRELATlQN 
To generate the data necessarJ for a least s~uare 
izage =egistration, the received cap must be correlated 
ag~st a stored data base map. A correlatioc is achieved 
using the process tescribed by equation (3 ) ~ ~~ch 
pi.:cels of the -:7eather :lap are coo-pared nth !)ixels of the 
stored c.ata base ~ap and the f~ction, R( u,v ) , ~s ~-
c:-eased by 1 for co:npati.sons of l-i.ka pix:l.s, - 1 for COI!l-
pa-riSOrlS 0 f un1 ; ke p:ixels and zero :or com;a:isolls 0 f 
cleue. pixel s. ?igu:e 2 illustratas to~ =atched, ~s-
mat~~ed ana cloud ~e~ons ?rovide tte co~?ocents :or 
~(u, v ) 71he!l 3. 71eather :lap is compared to cb.e data jase. 
The data oase is assumed to be large e~ou6~ so that tta 
weather ma:;:, 7then shi!taci and ro ~ated, 7/0uld ::ever axe eed 
the s:..ze ,0 -: the data case. 
Cor~~l ati~t of 3. S~~le Man 
To illustrate ~he shape of ~(U ,V ) as i~ is e:fec~ed 
by a t~anslational or rotat~ona1 oias on ~~e ~eatcer =ap, 
a si.r::,?le :na.p 0 f 1500 x 1500 pixels :is consiierec. COI!-
~aL~ing one sc~are islan~ ~th f~~e~sio4s of 24D x 240 













( - 1) 
(1 ) 
?igure 2 . Components of H(u , v) after comparison 




by equat~o~ ( 3 ) . The function, R( u,v ) , rises from a 
mi n'; :num. when the enti.re ;veather map island is ever the 
data case's water region. In this ~osit~on, -1 is added 
to R(u,v) , for each pi~e1 of the weather map's or cata 
base's island that compares to the data base's or weather 
~ap's ~ater region ~d 1 is added to R(u ,v) for each of 
rlhic~ com~are 7nth the data case's water re~on. T~s 
C ( 240 )( 240 ) ] ( -1 ) 
+[ ( 240 )( 240 ) ]( -1 ) 
weathe~ ~ap islan~ 
data base island 
+ [1500' -2( 240' ) 1 ( 1 ) rs!!)a; oj ~6 71ea tee::- map 
!Ji.xels 
or 2,019,500. A :::ta..naum co:'::elatioll is a.c:::.i.eved. ·;r:.:.e!l a. 
~~cL=';~ amo~t of ~eat~er ~ap l~d regia~ covers • 1 • • ~l.,e aa'Ca 
base i.3.l;:.,.,-i re~on .. Ii the ~ea'Cher ~ap cad no t::~sla-
tional or rotati.onal bi.as, then oath islands would exactly 
overlap ane. ,, (0 ,0 ) would be equal to [1500 x: 1500 ]( 1 ) or 
2,250,000. 
?igure 3 ill~strates tae contin~ous co=::elation 
islanc. ':rith no translati.onal 0:- ::,otati.or:a1 ·oia..s. 
~riew of this co:":-elation is s~o-:;n nt.!:l the contou:-map i.::. 
f': ::""'!, .... o. !... • --0 .... - ... :;o.::-f aC eo:: ~J,..": - co':"' ..... ol;::r-io~ 0 1 0"'" ... ..-....;. --- _ ....... -, ~ .... 0 
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Figu~e 4. R(u , v) for a square island with no rotation 
R(u, v) 
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the map is shifted along these axes. These surfaces meet 
to form a curved edge at an angle of 4, from either the 
u- or v-axis as shown in the correlation cross section 
illustrated in figure 5. 
To illustrate the effect of rotation on the map 
correlation, the simple map containing a 240 x 240 square 
island is correlated with a rotational bias on the weather 
map 0 f 4,. The shape of this correlation is shovrn with 
a contour-map in figure 6. In this case of 4, rotation, 
the continuous correlation rises from an octagonal shaped 
base and changes quickly into a circular shape. Figure 7, 
which shows a diagonal cross section at 4, from either 
the u- or v-axis, indicates that the peak of this cor-
relation is blunt when compared to that of the correlation 
of a !lap with no rotational bias (figure 5 ) . This lower 
peak correlation value is due to the fact that the map 
cannot exactly overlap the data base when it is rotated 
and the corners of both weather map and data base map 
islands will cover water regions causing mismatching which 
decreases the correlation value. 
A translational bias on the weather map would not 
affec, the shape of the correlation in any way except to 
shift the peak's location with respect to the center of 
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u- axis 
Figure 6 . H(u , v ) for a square island 'nth 45· rotation 
R(u,v) 
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tranlational bias of" and ~ with respect to the data base , 
then the continuous correlation peak vrould be sl>.ifted - a 
and - ~ with respect to weather map center. 
The next step towards a more general weather map 
model would be the consideration of a rectangular island. 
Throughout this paper, a hypothetical map model will be 
used contsining an island of 900 x 210 pixels vlithin a 
1500 x 1500 pixel weather map . Also a square cloud of 
100 x 100 pixels may be placed anywhere on the map . 
Figure 8 illustrates this hypothetical map. 
The shape of a rectan~~lar island's correlation 
without clouds follows the same pattern as that of the 
square island except that the rectangular island ' s cor-
relation will be elongated toward the direction of the 
island's longer side , which for the hypothetical map model 
would be in the vertical direction or the v- axis. As the 
weather map model is rotated, then the continuous cor-
relation contour- map would tend towards concentric ellip-
ses. In other words, the correlati on would vary more 
slowly in the v- direction or 
I~H :~I ( 4 ) 
due to the longer proportions along the v- axis. As the 
20 
• 
v L1 100 r- I 
100 
Sea 






Figure 8. Hypothetical map model 
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~eather cap ioage approaches a more real~st~c shape, the 
correlation surface would no longer have sharply defined 
edges !lor ~Iould the surface slopes ·oe constant. 
orne SaJ:l-:Jled Correlation l"'-~v --- --. 
After the sampled correlation has been performed 
and the peak sample has been loca~ed, a square correlation 
axra:! is obt~ed f.~om a set of samples aroane.. and i ,,-
?or :?u~ose '0: ~:::lUJ..at"i.:lg 
the laast squares ~egis~=ation ~etho d , ~t ~as as~ed :ce 
samplec cor~elat~on ~eak ~as found to oe at tte O~6~ 
bri~gjng the cont~uous cor=elatio~ peak 7i~~;~ =10 ~ixels 
along tl aIld :10 ?ixels along v . 
tion ar~ay ~ac to be ge~era~ed ~-o~d ~~e 
cents!" ele!:lent of tr-i s arras ·,voule. be :he sa.o::le .?ea~ 
val~e ~c. t~e ot~e~ elements ( saople values ) ~auld oe 
located at cooriinates 'Of ( =20n,=20m) ~here ~ ~c.. ~ a=~ 
;."tegers :;Tic=. val!les a: a " -. It snoulc.. be ~oted t~at, 
cor:-elatioll f:-oc. -;q'hich the :;leak sam:le 71as located; 
!lO':tever, i..::. ti::!.is $'; "4ulation, only 25 elements ne.~d to 
be dete=ined. 
~ac!l ele!::lent 0: •• \.oae simulation's correlation ar=ay is 
eacj, ?5 I-';' - :;;;---
22 
locations and performing a pixel- by- pixel comparison with 
the data base and accumulation using equation (3) , where 
like pixel comparisons add 1, unlike pixel -comparisons 
add -1 and cloud pixels add zero to the accumulation. 
After all of the weather map model's pixels have been 
compared vdth the data base , the resulting accumulation 
is entered as a sample on the correlation array's grid. 
The weather map model is then shifted to a new location 
on the grid and the entire pixel-by- pixel comparison 
process is repeated until all 25 grid samples have been 
calculated. 
The FORTRAN program used for the generation of the 
sampled correlation array ( listed in Appendix 2) follows 
the pr ocedure outlined in the previous paragraph. If 
the clouds in the weather map model are placed near 
the island, then a large area of water that surrounds 
the land and cloud region will compare with the water 
surrounding the data base island. This water- to- water 
comparison will add a value of 1 for each weather map 
pixel of this outside region; therefore a search win-
dow is established that excludes the outside water 
region, and the pixel comparison process is applied 
within the search window only. Once all the pixels within 
the search window have been processed , the accumulation 
23 
is then added to the area of the outside regi on to yi eld 
the total sample value of the particular grid location 
being processed. ':rllenever the weather map model i s 
shifted to a new grid location , a new search windolv is 
establi shed to include all land and cloud regions of the 
weather map and data base map. 
This search window is established by examining the 
coordinates of all the corners of the i slands (weather 
map and data base map) and clouds and finding the maximum 
abso l ute value of the corner s' u- coo r dinates and the 
m~~um absolute value of the corner s' v- coordinates. 
These two maximums make up the coordinates of the search 
window's corner in the first quadrant and their reflec-
tions make up the corners of the search 'Rindow in the 
other three quadr ants. In other words, if (ui , vi) are 
the coordinates of the corners of the weather map island, 
data base island and cloud, then the search window is 
established between 
( 5) 
for all i , and the ,vindol'" s area would be 
• ( 6 ) 
The "lindow ' s area would be the only area in which it is 
24 
necessary to perfo~ a . pixel scan and compa--ison, thereby 
recuc~g tae tice ~eeded to dete~-ine tae value of eac~ 
sample. further illustrates !:'O\'1 t::'e search ';Ti-D.-
do~ is established based on a hypothetical ~ea"her ~ap 
~odel and its data base. 
~ obta;~;Mg data :or this paper, the searc~ ~­
dO~' s area ranged f.roJ:! 189,000 p' xels to 737 , 000 :;:ixels 
,,,,,I.o';;c!., ""Tjo. 1:10" .u- _ ,, __ _ comparee. to ~ ~otal ~ea~her =ap area 0: 
1500 ;c 1500 or 2,250,000 pi:cels =epresented a scar. area 
r9duct~or- 0: 92% to 67%. ~Tevertb.eless, tlle I:lters'ata 0/ 32 
correlation array. 
of t~e correla.tion a==a:.' ":J.a7 ao=.e 
; -=,=-Q 
--0-
coulc be orders of cagr~:~de faster th~ tha~ of a ge~eral 
~u=;ose com~ute= suc~ as tne one used ~o ~=o~ie c.a~a for 
"::>1 l -- .• 
~~-. :: :::::-:-~ ---., -.-"'"al-lel --OC·S-O" --J.c·,· S = - --::: "'r 0: -,. --~I · _!:.~ .... -_ _~ ~;" 1::.:1 _, ........ ;~ _ ca..;.-_=:..i _ ~~~-~
;=ocesso=s each of ~~cc is assisced a partic~lar da~a 
.:: -:::-=- -r ..... ces--i - --.:::.c '- :: - .oJ ~-~ 
.10 .... ..".:. ; s ~e" ~.; ':'2 " ··0'" --1"'IY ~_~~ - t; __ ~ __ , ____ ~ 
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is computeci by the same algoritb~, ~hey can be processed 
i.:l paral.lel by thi.s type 0 f si.!lgle-inst:"Uct1on-st::-sam 
multiple-data-stream ~chitecture. Jue to the tec~~olog­
ical advances t~at have been made ~th LSI ?rocess!~~ 
units such as :ni.croprocessors, it is oec01:u.~g :::lore eco -
nomical to const=uct large, cost-effec t~ve ?~allel image 
processors ~th arc~~tect~~es similar :0 that 0: the 
Staran. conputer. 
• 
v. LEAST SQUARE REGISTRATION METHOD 
The least square approximation method is used to 
fit physical data to a chosen function. To chose a func-
tion for this application, it is necessary to ex~~e the 
shape of the continuous correlation of a weather map 
against its data base. The square island correlation 
shown in figure 3 and its contour map sho~m in figure It 
suggest that a pyramid might be used to approximate the 
correlation for least squares fitting. The pyramid, 
however, has two disadvantages; one, it has edges or 
discontinuities which would increase the complexity of 
the equations used in a least squares fit and, two, it 
has flat surfaces that do not approximate the correlation 
as the weather map is rotated (also , the edges of the 
square island correlation tend to dissolve during rota-
tion). The edges and flat surfaces of the pyramid would 
be less appropriate for more realistic land formations 
whi~h generally do not have strsight line borders or 
sharp corners. 
Figure 6, concerning the correla~ion of a square 
that has a rotational bias, suggests a conical shape. 
The linearity along the u- and v-axis of the nonrotated 
27 
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square's correlation and the linearity shown in a large 
part of the rotated cross section in figure 7 tends to 
reject such quadratic shapes as the paraboloid, spheroid 
and hyperboloid in favor of the cone. 
A cone with an elliptical base would favor the rect-
angular island correlations with different proportions in 
the u-v plane of the correlation. Therefore, the ellip-
tical cone was used for this application of the least 
squares approximation method. Since the map is to be 
registered in translation as well as rotation, the cone 
equation, 
[h(x,y)]' = [x-aJ2 /a2+ [ y- ~ J2 /b' , 
where a and ~ are the u- and v-directional translations 
respectively, is rotated in e yielding 
[h(x,y) l' = [ xcose -y sine -a ]'/a' 
+-[x sine +y cose - ~ ]' /b' • 
After some algebraic manipulation the cone equation 
becomes 
[h(x,y) F = [cos' e/a'+sin' e/b']x' 
+ [ sin' e/ a' + co s' el ba ]y. 
+2sinecose[l / b'-1/a' ]xy 
- 2[acose/a'+~ sine/ b2]x 
+2[a sine/a2- ~ cose/ b']y 







[ h ( x,y ) J' • 
The coefficients, tn' which are obtained by means of 
least squares are then. o.sed to daten,,; ;le c: and 3 , 
~r~~slatl.' on·" ""j.,~_'t, ana' ,q,·h ' t ,. , w  =- ~ ' ,, _ ~ e ro~a ~on~ cOm?onen~
[ see appenri; x l J. 
To simulate the least square ~ethod of pic~ure 
-OM st-a·~ o~ _ .... Q- ..... - ..... ., the h3~othetical map model S~On4 ~ :~~=e 0 
':;ras usee.. T".:.e sam~leci cor~elation a:-::ay ','las COIlst:'-J.cted 
u~g a 5 x 5 6~~ centered about the origin of ~he data 
base map with a g=id spac~g of 20 ?~els. A :=ansla-
tional a~ C/o = =o tatio~al bias ~as i~t~~~ced to t~e 
-ea"';"'e~ """,.... "'r"'\ "; e' ~ - .... --c" --ansla·; on '-e;"' -H ....... _ .......w,r _ ..... _ 'I ...... _ ... _ 1.. _ 1.. _ ... __ 6 ·;:i. 'C h:...:. = 10 
, 
pixels in -:t.e '~-di:ecti.o~ anc. n tb~.., =10 .?ixeLs u the 
, 
v-di.rec t:i.on . 'rhe correlation arra:;r has been centered 
bias to 09 les5 thaJ:: half tee sa.cl?leci g:-i~ ~ t:. 3!:i '7 . 
The :lor=al:"zeo. ele~et:.ts of 'eta 5 !<: ) sal:r~l:c. corre-
1 ari 0" ,:: --~V" 
- "' - - -- - '-..J , tt.e ( u,·,,) coorc.i...'"latas .~: -am-' c, "; .::I =-_ .... _ =- , >=.--- -
~e~t5 ace tee co~fficient5 of eq~ation ( 10 ) y~eld a set 
• 30 
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1600 1600 1600 -40 -40 1 
tl 
• 
400 1600 800 -20 -40 1 °2 
• t .... 
[a' ] = • ;; ( 12. ) 
• t4 
400 1600 800 2.0 40 1 
• 
1600 1600 1600 40 40 1 o-J 
t,... 
0 -
where a' is c. e f:"'::' ec. as -:he nor.::ali.zec. carrel a ti.o c. e1 .:1,""91"':'" --- _ .. , 
a' = [E-R( u, .v ) l' / E' 
~o~alized oy the constant, 
"" - ( " ." ) :; --- -1 ' · 71 -"'C 
=( 1500' ) -2 c 
-:'.", a:e .. 
, 
',7ata!' pixels -'s-ec·' 7Q l v ~ .... ,..: - -!I '- - .... -.. _ .... 
(13 ) 
( 14 ) 
-_'1~_-e_r c'.' -oS-... · ... l a ' ::I-~ - ::- ~- ... - - -~ .... 
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9L~els present on the ~ap. 
Equat~on ( 11 ) and ( 12 ) fo.:':1 the catri.x equat'ion 
[h' J : 7{: At 
·,'1hi.cb. can. oe solved by 
;;,TW = iT At 
[AT "r'AT .,,: [AT Ar' [ AT -'-It 
[ , T , J.' , T ~ =. .~ ..... • ..,. ... \0 , 
( 15 ) 
(16 ) 
(17 ) 
( 18 ) 
-' he l eas-' S'U .- SOl·'-· '·OIl 0 '- - [l -J '-j.'.-, e -a-.-__ ··' ; .. ,.7.,J ..... ,.-, I". _ ... Q~ a. .,:: __ " _ _ ... ~_). '' .- . ~ . ' A , ~ •• 
C~ oe s~orgci a.3 a const~~ mat~ i~ ~he sa=.pl: 
;:r ........ e.,..,.o..,.. ..; i -:..I " Y __ , __ 
t~e g~d spaciDg snoulc vary, then a matrix in7e~sion 
::N:-st be !)e!"f-ormed each time. This o.atri:{ ~nversion 
is simplified by the fact that [ATAJ is a symmetric 
matrix [16J. Appendix 3 contai-s the FORTR~~ least 
squares p!"og~am used for this paper. 
• 
VI. RESULTS 
Using the hypothetical weather map model shown in 
figure 8, sampled correlation arr~s were generated with 
weather map translational biases of 0,=2.6,=5.2 pixels 
for a and ~ and rotational biases between 0 and 22.5 
degrees. These values were combined to provide cases 
for examination with or without cloud noise. The elements 
of these correlation arr~s were entered into the least 
square method and solutions were obtained for the trans-
lational and rotational biases originally applied to the 
weather map model (Appendix 4 lists the arr~s and their 
least square results). Table 1 lists the originally 
applied biases versus their least square solutions for 
translated and rotated maps containing no clouds. A 
relative error (in percent) is also given of the least 
square solutions with respect to the applied biases. 
When one examines case 1 of table 1, the case of 
zero shift and rotation, it can be seen that no zero 
bias error exists in this procedure. In other wo rds, 
v~th zero shift and rotation, the least square method 
yielded an exact solution offering no bias of its own. 
This result, however, is not totally unexpected since, 
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ORIGINAL BIAS LEAST SQUARE RESULTS • 
CASE lal (%) IPI (%) 161 (%) 
tl- a P 6 a ERROR P ERROR 6 ERROR 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 2. 5 0 0 0 0 1. 330 -46. 8 
3 0 0 5. 0 0 0 0 0 3. 174 -36 . 5 
4 0 0 7. 5 0 0 0 0 4.876 - 35. 0 
5 0 0 10. 0 0 0 0 0 6. 356 - 36. 4 
6 0 0 22 . 5 0 0 0 0 11. 874 - Lf7. 2 
7 5. 2 2. 6 0 If. 780 -8 . 1 2. 300 -11. 5 0.122 -
8 2.6 5. 2 0 2. 848 9. 5 Lf. 005 -23. 0 0 . 119 -
9 2. 6 - 5. 2 0 2. 848 9. 5 -Lf. 005 - 23.0 0 . 119 -
10 - 5. 2 2.6 0 -LI.780 - 8. 1 2.300 -11.5 0.122 -
11 5. 2 2. 6 2. 5 5. 207 0 . 1 1. 811 - 30. Lf 1. Lf20 -43 . 2 
12 5. 2 2. 6 7. 5 5.858 12. 7 1.611 -38 . 0 4.978 - 33. 6 
13 2. 6 5. 2 7.5 3. 302 27 . 0 3. 977 -23. 5 4.975 - 33. 7 
14 5.2 2. 6 22. 5 5. 522 6.2 0 . 7Lf4 -71 .4 11.879 -47. 2 
Table 1. Least square results for noncloud maps 
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in this case , the convolution arr ay has symmetry about the 
u- and v- axes like an elliptical cone . 
Cases 2 thr ough 6 show the results of placing only 
rotation on the maps. Table 1 illustr ates that , in these 
cases, when no translation has been i ntroduced, the least 
square method gave an exact result fo r the translational 
biases. However , an average error in a of approximately 
40% was introduced to the rotational result . 
Cases 7 through 10 show the effect of a pure trans-
lati onal bias in different quadrants. The solution of 
pure translation showed average er rors of ±8 . 8% in the 
u- direction and approximately 17% in the v- directi on. 
The increased error i n the v- direction , which is predom-
inant throughout this investigation , relates to the shape 
of the land which was longer in the v- direction causing 
a lower correlation slope along the v- direction or 
dR dR 
> au dV (19) • 
When translations lVer e applied to reflected points in 
other quadrants there was no change in the least square 
results. This is seen by inspection of case 7 vs. case 
10 and case 8 vs. case 9. A small rotation error was 
35 
introduced by the least square approximation of these 
nonrotational cases. These values were small because 
the translation bias is uniform throughout the map . 
All the results of table 1 were based upon a nor-
malization factor on the coefficients of equation (10) of 
2, 250 , 000 which is the maximum possi ble correlation value 
of a cloudless map of 1500 x 1500 pixels as calculated 
with equation (14) . A study of the effect of normaliza-
tion was made on cloudless maps with rotations of 22. 5 
degrees or less. In figures 10 , 11 and 12 a plot of the 
least square solutions versus normalizations from 100 , 000 
to 7 , 500 , 000 show that a pole exists at some point wi thin 
this interval and from there the solution slopes asymptot -
ically toward a solution that is withi n ±7% of half the 
desired value (Appendix 5 tabulates calculated rotati on 
vs. the normalization factor) . One convenient normaliza-
tion point is that which is equal to the maximum value 
of the correlation array (designated by point "a" in the 
figures) . Its solution is closer to the pole and appar-
ently closer to the desired solution , therefore , it 
appears to be a better approximation. 
Table 2 shows the results for the same shift and 
e I 
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Figure 10. Normalization of 6= 2 . 5' 
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ORIGINAL BIAS LEAST SQUARE RESULTS 
CASE lal ( %) IPI (%) la l (%) 
If. a P a a ERROR ~ ERROR a ERROR 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 2. 5 0 0 0 0 1. 448 - lf2. 1 
3 0 0 5. 0 0 0 0 0 3. 873 -22. 5 
4 0 0 7. 5 0 0 0 0 6. 366 -15.1 
5 0 0 10. 0 0 0 0 0 8. 603 - 14. 0 
6 0 0 22. 5 0 0 0 0 16.1100 - 27. 1 
7 5. 2 2. 6 0 5. 001 -3. 8 2. 317 - 10. 9 0. 155 -
8 2. 6 5. 2 0 2. 952 13. 5 If. 034 - 22. lf 0. 142 -
9 2. 6 - 5. 2 0 2. 952 13. 5 -11. 034 - 22. 4 0.1 112 -
10 -5. 2 2. 6 0 - 5. 001 -3. 8 2. 315 - 10. 9 0. 155 -
11 5. 2 2. 6 2. 5 5. 631f 8. 3 1. 822 - 29 . 9 1. 617 - 35. 3 
12 5. 2 2. 6 7. 5 7. 090 36. 3 1. 509 -lf2. 0 6. 660 - 11. 2 
13 2. 6 5. 2 7. 5 11. 166 60 . 2 '1. 131f - 20. 3 6. 883 - 8. 2 
lit 5. 2 2. 6 22. 5 7. 125 37. 0 0 . lt62 - 82. 2 16. 281t - 27. 6 
Table 2. Least square results for noncloud maps with center element normalization 
rotation cases of tab~e _ l; ~owever, these results were 
basec on a ~o~al~zatio~ :actor o f the center element o f 
the correlation ar=ay. I~ table 2, the average relati7e 
rotation error ( cases 2 tb--ougb 6 ) decreased to 24% from 
the 40% in table 1. The changes in the translation errors 
were mixed, but not as s1~-iiicant as tee changes in the 
r'O'tation errors. :". Since the rotation results seem to 
contri=ute the ~st ~o the map regis~~ation er=or, a 
center element normalization appears to be an improvement. 
The next ~vestigation regarded the iDt=od~ct~on 
0 ' c_' oue: nOJ.· se on-o -"e ~a-... ~ *-'- ":,. 1 cloud of 100 x 100 ?ixel~ 
~as placed on the aap cen~ered at the nor~h~est co~er 
o f the islan:::' as si:.c-m U ti6.J:e 8. At; this :;out, tJ:.e 
cloud' 5 a!:ect 'n.l~ ~e felt du~--=..g the con.~ol;.lt=-oc of ~oth 
l~t ~d sea p~~els ~d ~ce it is at a co~er, i~ r~l 
affect the cor~elation in the no=th~e5t ~f!ere~tly tt~ 
in t~e soutceas~. Table 3 gives t~e least square sclu-
value of the ce~ter elecent of the correlat~on a:=ay. 
The f~rs't case :0 be exam';.., ad is case 15 T:tne!"e :'0 
bias ',7as ap~liec. to the '.veather :na;. In tns case, a bias 
~oes result due to the cloud noise cecause the correlation. 
u!"ay is ='0 lo::ge.:- S"J::lI:letrical 7r:. til :-eS?ec t to t~e u- anc. 
v-axes.. Si.::.ce ::n.s lack. 0 :' SY:I::e~:-y causes an e:-=o:- i.:. 
ORIGINAL BIAS LEAST SQUARE RESULTS 
CASE la l (%) I ~ I (%) 161 ( %) 
tl a ~ 6 a ERROR ~ ERROR 6 ERROR 
15 0 0 0 -0 . 241 - 1. 224 - 0. 729 -
16 0 0 7. 5 0. 522 - 0.172 - 6. 506 - 13. 3 
17 5. 2 2. 6 0 If. 809 - 7. 5 3. 648 1,0 . 3 1. 080 -
18 5. 2 2. 6 7. 5 7. 503 44. 3 1. 71f8 - 32. 8 7. 772 - 9. 7 
19 2. 6 5. 2 7. 5 If. 626 77. 9 4. 385 -15. 7 6. 832 - 8. 9 
20 5. 2 2. 6 22. 5 7. 125 37.0 0.1,62 - 82. 2 16. 284 - 27 . 6 
Table 3. Least square results with cloud nOise 
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the least square result, it can be expected that a map 
wi th cloud noise could never be registered exactly. 
;,. comparison of eases 16,18,19 and 20, with cases; 
4 ,12,13 and 1(1: of tab.le 2, shows that the cloud had little 
affect on the rotational result. Eowever , when the 
rotational bias approached zero, as seen in case 15 and 
17, a rotation error 0 f as much as one degree was intro-
duced oy the cloud ( the respective cases, 1 ani 7 , of 
table 2 yroduced no more than 0 .155- rotation error ) . 
It is interesting to note that, ~ Case 20, the cloud 
had no affect on the translation or :-otation er:-o= \vhen 
comnared to case 14. This :-esult is due to the fact that, 
the large rotation placed the cloud entirely over the 
'"later area of the data base causing little char.ge in ~he 
correlation array. 
• 
VII. ITERATI~ REGISTR~TION MLT"OD 
From the preVious section, it is apparent tha~ a 
~gle, one-pass registration using least sauares may not 
be Stlfficient for proper image registration. 7li.th the 
decreasi :"1g cost a f random access !:lemory and process-i ~g 
hard~are, the it~rative ap~roach becomes ~ore :conomical. 
In this method, the procedure outl~ed i ~ this paper 
would be perfor.ned Cy loading the weather ~ap ~ one page 
of memory and performing the correlation with a data oase 
in another page of memury. The shifting operation necessary 
to obtai!l the correlatj.on a:rra:y r:J.a::! be i.:lco!,,?orated i.zl the 
adc.ress 0 f the data case !lixel bei.D.g usee. for COl!rpa-l"'j"son. 
Once the sampled correlation." array has bee~ const~c~ed 
and a least square solution for the translation and rota-
tieD. has been dete~ed, the map ~ould then be reloaded 
with an o:gpos:ite shift and rotation bia.s ap1'lieci. to it as 
it is placed in memory from a mass storage device such as a 
disc ~~ve and another least squa:e =egistratioc would oe 
ap~lieci to this correctec ~a~. 
?or exaaple, if a 7teather map that c.as rotatl.OIl 
only, such as case 6 ( a=~=O, e=22.5· ) , is appliec to the 
least s~uare ~eg~st=atio~ ~ettod, the~ the =otat~on will 
have been determ.:Lo.ed to be (from table 2 ) 16.Lt. The 
weather map is then reloaded into core with a -16.Lt 
rotational bias added to it changing the actual rotational 
bias on the weather map to 
22.5 - 16.4 = 6.1 degrees. 
This new bias is close to case 3 ( cr=~=O, e=5 ) ~hich 
produces a least square est~ate ( from table 2) of 3. 873". 
If the weather map is corrected by this new estimate, then 
the new actual rotational bias ~ould be 
6.1 - 3.873 = 2.227 degrees, 
which is close to case 2 ( cr=~=O, 6=2.5" ) . Allother retleti--
tion of this process Tields an estimate of 1.448"and if 
the map is corrected by this amount, then the actual 
rotational bias would be 
2. 227 - 1.448" 0 . 779 degrees. 
Now after three passes, the rotational error with respect 
to the original bias is 
~ x 100 = 3.5% 
which is considerably less than the error of case 6 in 
table 2 of 27.1%. 
The translational results become more accurate as 
rotational bias is removed from the weather map . This is 
seen by examjnation of cases 7,11,12, and 14 of table 2. 
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In these cases, the magnitude of the error in a dropped to 
3.8% from 37% and the magnitude of the er:-or in ~ dropped 
to 10 . 9% from 82.2% as the rotation decreased from 22. 5" 
to zero. 
The size of memory needed to perform this type of 
reg:i.stration ",ould depend on the search w:indow size and 
the size of the data base. The data base area ~ould have 
to be large enough to accomplish the shift of the 'Meather 
~ap when perior.ning a convolut~on. Two bits per pixel 
would be required to represent land, sea and cloud pixel 
values. 
• 
VIII. CONCLUSION AND llECO~TDATIONS 
The correlation of irregularly shaped map components 
produces a system of equations that do not yield an 
exact solution for the ima&e registration parameters of 
translation and rotatiun. The least squar,es method 
provides a method for obta;p;ng an approximate solution to 
these equations. The results of this paper bear t~s 
fact out by sho~-ng that er~ors result when a set of equa-
tions, derived from rectangular co~ponen"5, is fitted to 
a conical shape using least squares. 
The least square method itself reqcires 7ery little 
computer time ( the E'ORTRltll[ program i:1 appendix :5 r-equired 
only ten seconds of run time ) although much time and/ or 
hardware is needed to generate the correlation arrays 
used by the least square method. Since this appro~ation 
can be inproved '~y using an iterative approac:" and the 
samnled correlation tine can be innroved ~th an array - -
p=ocesso=, these t~o ideas can be co~binec to speed up 
the registration process. 
There is a need for addit~onal investigation into 
the problem of cloud noise. Cloud noise caused an in-
creased amou~t of error as compared to the results of 
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Cases ~tbout clouds. It ~as snown that the presence of 
a cloud made it impossible to achieve an exact solution 
because the cloud introduced a zero bias error ~hen no 
translation or rotation had been applied. Futu=e studies 
into methods of reducing the effects of cloud noise are 
needed before the least squares registration method could 
be applied to applications such as ~eather analysis. 
Also, the problem of no~alizatioc could use iuther 
analysis. It was shown that a normalization factor of 
the value of the correlation ar=ay's center element 
7ielded an apparent closer solution. However, there was 
still a considerable amount of error in those least square 
solutians. Extremely nigh or low ~o~alizat1on factors 
tended to produce a solution of appro~ately half ~he 
desired value which suggests that these factors could be 
used and their results simply doubled. If' this holds 
true when translation biases are incor?orated with rota-
tional biases and ~ the ~r9sence of clouds, then some 
optimum no=malization factor of a high or low extreme may 
yield a mo~e exact picture registration. 
• 
APPENDIX 1. SOLUTION OF REGISTRATION PARAMETERS 
The coefficients of eouations ( 9 ) and (10 ) of the 
main text can be written as the following set of 
equations: 
tl = cos' e/ a'+s1n' e/b' 
t 2 = sin' e/ a'+cos' e/ b' -t
3
=-2s1necose(l/ a' - l/b' 1 
t4 = -2[ ~ sine/ b'+a cose/ a'] 
t5= 2(a sine/a'- ~ cose/ b'] 
t6 = a' / a' + ~' / b' • 
The coefficients t l ,t2 and t3 can be combined, 
to yield a value for the rotation, 
For convenience, intermediate values of F and G are 
defined as 
F = ( t
3
/ sin2e ) +( t l +t2 ) = 2/ b' 
G = ( t
3
/ sin2 e) - ( tl +t2 ) = - 2/a' 
(20 ) 
( 21 ) 
(22 ) 
( 23 ) 
( 24) 
( 25 ) 
( 26 ) 
( 27 ) 
( 28) 
( 29 ) 
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which leads to the solution of the elliptical values, 
a' = -2/G 
b' = 2/F • 
These values, along with the coefficients t4 and 
yield the translational components, 
~ = - ( t4 sine+t5cose) /F 
ex= (t4+~Fsine)/G cose • 
The resul ts of equations ( .30,31,32,33) can be checked 
against t6 with equation (25). When one subtracts from 
the coefficient t6 as follows: 
t _ (33)" (32)' = D 
6 (30) (31) , 




the result should ideslly equal to zero. In this paper 
this difference was, in orders of magnitude, 10" or less. 
Table 4 shows some representative values for D arrived at 
in this paper. 
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• 
a ~ e CLOUD o (10·') 
0 0 0 NO - 2. 00 
0 0 7. 5 NO - 1. 77 
0 0 22. 5 NO - 0 . 23 
5. 2 2. 6 0 NO - 3. 81 
5. 2 2. 6 22. 5 NO - 0 . 26 
0 0 0 YES - 1. 88 
0 0 7. 5 YES -0 . 18 
5. 2 2. 6 22. 5 YES - 2. 64 
Table 4. Check values against coeffi cient t6 
• 
APPENDIX 2. FORTRAlT CORRELATION ARR.l.Y G~lERATOR 
c 
C Gt:rlE2ATES ';RRA't FR(lr! A HVPOTHETICAL MAP i" OD~_ TnAr HA$ 3E::ti 
C 'n·HFTED WID ,!;I,eTATEI! 
c 
c 
OIMENSIr!tl ~D( .1) , y o~·n . ;:.:W( 4) • 'r'W~ .4 ) • ;.-.c ( 4) ~ '1"C( 4 ) I rMTCH(~, .'3 ) 
tlRITE: (i~, 101) ) 
11l0' r!.!RMAHtHl, ~4~<, l5H r,..;(!I$:: CORDl=ttll"'?XI :~2.Y DA-iA EASE i~~P: calTE~ riT 
1 (JR!(jIH/24~·1~H 21 0 °r::.<EL: WIDE/'24X, 1;:.i-t '~Ol) PIXEL::' H!G"ri/ Z4;..:, aOH -;U 
2RRcurtOED ::y t.:,;H~.:=!:"" ) 
:02 r~r·u:.T ( ~HO.21:<d'3H Ct.ClJD: 11)1} ~..: tOO P!)~~::" C~tTE~SIl ,4T ( , ;-f3.2,3H 
1, , r~.,3, .;.aH) """ BE:'JR£ ~t-fIFT RND ROT~TIDN""! ) 
)o.'CC=- tO.5 
'(CC=4~O 
PEAOC'S,llO ) [Cr-fT 
tlO' FORMAT C?X, 12) 
DO ~99 ~lCj!T = 1, teNT 
!;'~~u ~ 5~ 111 )~L?·BETI~OT · ICL] 
11: =W:=:VOO H8~~, .3 \ 2:·{,r~ . 3)·6X, 11) 
;":;;-! TI: c.-:" :'H >~'zET,~ClT 
~ 1)1 r::::..i":;:' "!'" C ;oJ" , 9X ,' .24I-!W~ r~E~ i"AP: C~j{T;:~ ~ T ( , F7 "z, 3H ' , F7 • 3, !H ) ,; 
!'::l :~ ,"':H ?!JTAi'!Dl'!= • ;-:3.';, ~ 1) H DEGREES ). 
r: (CL!l • .E~. O . ) I ~LJ TO to 
t.lRI!E( 6· l!) 2))~I:C <" {CC 
130 TO 11 
11) ~RtTE: ( 6, to.1) 
'.03 FQ?M~i ' tHO .'Z1. :~ , l;)H no (UJ.U'U:://) 
11 Pt22. 141 :,'?E.6~oL 
.; 'PD=t:;QT.,e t l t '::.) 
~-::.: ri=,-: rt\(.F ~D '" 
:::cos=l:a::- ( ;:'140 ) 
r: ~ E7ir'E r:~TA ::~~E: r'~AP 
,; 
~ Dn):::rl I) 5 
:c)· 2 ) =-t ') '5 
:..:J r ,3 ) =-L O' 
: ~J'4 ) =~ ;) ': 










199 FDRMAT (l Hl,2X) 
DO 41 J:l, S 
JJJ=6- J 
YSH=FLOAT«3'-J ) :4!20 ) +BET 
52 
C DEFn'E: ISLAND (Y- CDrlRDINATE:S ) 
DO 12 K=1,4 
12 Y~ (K)2XD ~K)~RSIN+YD(K ) ~RCOS+YSH 
C 
C DEFI NE CLOUD ( '( -COORDINATES) 
c 
c 
YC(1) =(XCC+50 ) ~RSIN+ (YCC+SO ) ~RCOS+YSH 
YC(2)=<XCC-50 ) !t:RS IN+('(CC+SO ) :4€RCOS+VSH 
YC ( 3) =(XCC- SO ) :.ERS I N+< '(CC-'50 ) ·i!RCCS+VSH 
YC( 4 ) = <XCC+50 )*~SIN+(YCC-50 ) MRCOS+YSH 
YM)(:zABS <'f\.l(l» 




14 IF<CLD . EQ . O. )GO TO 16 
AYK::zASS(YC(K» 
IF' (Y~lX-AYK) 15,16,16 
15 Y~lX=AYK 
16 CONTINUE 
IF( '(MX- Y!lf"X) 17. IS, 18 
17 YMX· YDMX 
18 JYMAX=INT(YMX+ .5) 
1)0 40 1=1,5 
XSH=FLCAT«I -3)~20) +ALP 
C DEFIHE ISL~ND (X- COORDI NAT ES) 
C 
22 XW(K) =XD(K»)I(RCOS -YD(K) .*:RSI~l+XS.H 
C 
C DEFI NE: CLOUD (X-COORDI NATE:S ) 
C 
XC ( 1 ) = (XCC+50 )·RCOS-(YCC+~O ' ~RSIN+XSH 
XC< Z ) '= (XCC-50 ) .*:RCOS- (YCC+50 )···RSI~l+XSH 
XC(3) = C~CC-!50 ) ""RCOS- ('y'CC-50 )·'fiPSI N+XSH 
C 
53 
XC ( 4 ) =(XCC+~O ) *RCOS-(YCC-50 ) ~RSIN+XSH 
XMX=ABS(XW( 1) 
DO 26 K=1,4 
AXK=ABS(XU(K » 
IF (X~lX -AXK)23, 24, 24 
23 XNX=AXK 





IF(XMX-XD~lX ) 27, 29, 23 
2? XMX""XDMX 
29 IXMAX=INT(X~lX+ . 5) 
tMTCH (I J JJJ)=2250000 -(IXMAX·JYMAX) ~4 
WRITE (6,104) XSH , YSH, IXMAX,J'r'MAX 
ID=( , I4 , 3H X ,I4,:3H)"'4/) 
IF(CLD.EQ. O. )GO TO 30 
C OCFIttE CLOUD AND ISLAND BOUtlDARIES 
c 
C 
l.lR ITE ( 6,10S) 
lOS FORMAT<5 X,13H CLOUD LINES: I) 
CALL PTLltlE (XCC 4 ) , ,(C( 4 ), XC( 1) J YC( 1) , .seA, YICA , 1) 
CALL PTL! NEC<C( 1), 'te( 1) I XC( 2 ), YC( 2: ) , seB, VI CE, 1) 
C~LL PTL1NE(XC( 2) , YC(2) , XC(3) , YC(3 ) ,SCC, YICC,1 ) 
CPLL PTLI NE(XC(J ) , '(CC), ><C( 4 ) , 'fC ( 4 ) I SCD, YICD, 1) 
30 WRITE (6,106 ) 
106 rDR~lAT<'5X, 13H W. MAP LINES : /) 
Cj.':!LL PTLIrIE(XW(4), '(w(·n, XW( 1 ), YW( 1) , SL.JA, YUSA, 1) 
CALL PTLINE O<W( 1), YW( 1) I X!J( 2 ) , YW( 2 ) , SWB, YILJBJ 1) 
CALL PTL HIEO<1J( 2 ) , YW(2), X~l(3 ) , Yt.J(3 ) , swe , '( lUC , 1) 
CALL PTLINE (XW(3) , YW( 3), XW( 4 ) , '(!J ( 4 ) , S:WD , YlWD, 1 ) 
C ~CAN SEARCH ~ I NDOW 
C 
DO 40 IF'=l, IXMA)(· 
X=FLOj.':!'l" (!P ) - .5 
DO 40 J?=~, JYMAX 
Y=F"LOAT (JP) -. 5 
I F" (X-I 0~) 31,31 ,33 





GO TO 34 
• 




34 IF"<CLD. EG!. O. ) GO TO 3S 
54 
CALL CLOUD(SCA, $CB, YICA,YICB· YICC, YICD, X-,'(,ROT,tH ) 
X=-X 
CALL CLOUD <:CA, SCB, YICA , Y rCB, v Ice, Y rCD, X, 'I, ROT, N2 ) 
y=--y 
CALL CLDUD <SCA, SCE, 'TICA, VICB, VIce, YICD, )( , y, ROT. N3) 
x=-x 
CALL CLDUD (SCA, $CB, YICA, YtCE' , YICC, YICD, X, Y,ROT,N4) 
y=-y 
IF<tI} . EG!. 0 ) GO T.o 36 
35 CALL 1JLAND (SWA, !:WB, y tWA, YltJB, Y IWC, VtUD, X, 0( , ROT, NI ) 
36 x=-x 
t F(N2 . EQ.O ) GO TO 37 
CALL WLAND <SWA, SIJB, YWA, YII.JB, YIWC, Y nID, X, V, ROT· N2 ) 
37 y=-y 
IF ( N3 . EQ. 0 ) 130 T.o '33 
38 x=-x 
IF<t14.EC. O) GD TO 3'3 
CALL WLPND(StJ~h SWB, Y!Wj:h Y!WF.', VI we, YIWD, :<, Y J ROT. N4 ) 
39 y=-y 
IMTCH< I, JJJ ) : !MTCH( I J JJJ ) -N 1 +N2+N3+t!4 
40 CONTINUE 
IJRITE <6,1 '3'3 } 
41 CONTI~'UE 
WRITE ( ~,101 )ALP,BET,RDT 
IF<CLD.EO.O. ) GO TO 510 
WRITE ( 6 , 102)XCC, YCC 
GO TO ol l 
510 WRITE ( 6,10 3 ) 
511 ~RITE (6 ,1 07 ) 
107 rORr·1AH1HI),2:3 H H( I,J) j S:AMFLE MATRI X 1146X,lOH H( 40,40 ) I ) 
DO ::0 J = 1,5 
JY=6- J 
lOS FORMAT(7~( . 5(18, 2X») 
50 CON TINUE 
WRnE ~ 6, 109) 
109 rORf'lAT(';X, IlH H( -40,-.:10 » 
59? CO~/T I I"IJE 
E~D 
• 55 
SU'BRCUTttft PTLINE(X 1, Y1, X2, Y2, SLOPE, 'lINC?, MF) 
c 
C DETERMINES THE SLOPE AND Y-INTCPT Of A LINE FORMED 






IF<B)11,l O: ,11 
10 SLOPE=/) 
YINCP=Xl 
IF ( MF>30·99,30 
11 A=YI - Y2 
SLOPE=-e/ B 
Y!NCP=Y l-~ l·SLOPE 
IF (M~.EQ . O) GD TO 99 
WRITE <6 · ~ OO )X l J Y1, Xc, Y2, SLCPE~ 'lINe? 
100 F1:!Rt'1f;IH e)( ,7H PT.l=(d:'S . 2,ZH "F8.2,9H ) PT.2:'=(, FS .2,2H IIF::: . 2J2H ) 
1,5X,lOH LIKE : Y~(,E12.4,4H )X+ ( ,F3 . 2J3H ) ) 
GO TO ?9 
30 WRITE <';· 10 D )I( 1, Y1, X2, Y2, YUle? 
101 FDRMAT(5X,7H PT.l=( , F8 . 2,2H I,Fe . 2,9H ) PT.2=(.F8.2,2H "F8. 2,2H ) 




SUBROUTINE ULAND ( SA,SBI Y IA.YIB,YIc . YID, ~ , Y ,R.r~) 
DETERt1 I NE!:; IF PI i:EL IS WITHItI LAND BDUNDARYS 
[F(R )20 , 20,10 
10 BA='t- SA~X 
B'B='(-SE'tiX 
IF( BA.GT.YIA)GD TO 99 
IF<BA.LT. YIC )GO TO 99 
!F(BB.GT. YIB )GD TO '39 
IF (BB.LT. YtD )GO TO ',9 
GO TO 98 
20 EA='(-SAAriX 
BB='(-$BiIIX 
IF<BA . LT. YtA)GO TO 99 
IF<BA . GT. YIC )(jO TO 99 
IF ( BB.QT. YIE )GD TO 9';' 
rF ( BB.LT .YID)GO TO 99 
GO TO 9'8 
30 IF< X.GT. YtA )GO TO 99 
tF (X.LT. YIC)GO TO 99 
IF (Y.GT. YIB )ljO TO 99 
IF (Y ,LT, YID ) GO TO ',9 
98 COtiTINUE 
RETURrt 







SUEROUTlrlE CLOUD(SCA , SCE, Y ICA, VICE, Y ICC , YICD, }( , Y J R, N}O 
DETERMINES IF PI XEL IS ~IITHIN A CLOUD. 
1,<R)20 J 30,10 
10 EA::oY - SCj::fitX 
FE=y-sea"x 
IF(BA . GT . YICA )GO TO 99 
IF (BB.LT. YICD )GO TO 99 
IFCBA . LT.YICC )(jO TO 99 
IF ( BB . GT . YICB) GO TO '39 
GO TO 98 
20 EA=Y- SCA:¥.X 
B:S=Y-SCB:.!X 
IF ( BA.LT.YICA)GO TO 99 
IF ( BB . LT . YICDH3Q TO 99 
IF(BA .GT. YICC)GO TO 99 
IF(FB . GT . YICB) GO TO 99 
GO TO 98 
ZO IF (X . GT. Y!CA )GO TO 99 
IF (Y .LT.YICD)GO TO 99 
IF (X . LT . YICC ) GO TO ',9 
IF (Y .GT. YICb) GO TO 99 
98 t!X=O 
RETURtl 






APPENDIX 3 . FORTRAN LEAST SQUARES PROGRAM 
THESIS: LEAST SQ . APPROX FR011 ELLIPTICAL CONE DATA •• . CORDAN 
IMPL ICIT DOUBLE PRECISION CA- H,O-Z ) 
DI MENSIDtt H<S, 5) J SMH(25), A11(Z5, 6 )., A(6, 6 ) , AA(6 , 6) , T( 6 ) , :8 (5) , AAA(6 , 6 
1) , $(6) 
PI=3 . 141592654 
READ eS, 110 ) ron 
110 rDRMAT ($~{, 12') . 
DO 999 MCNT=l, TGIT 
WRITE ( 6,100 ) 
100 FCRr'lAT(1Hltl5X ,54HTHESIS : LEAST SQ . FIT OF ELLIPTICAL CONE DATA ... 
lCORDAtV/) 
C GET SAf"lPLED CONE DATA H(I,J) 
C 
c 
DO 5 J =1 .5 
READ(S,tOl )( H( I,J) ,I =l,5) 
101 FDRMAT<l X,5F I0 . 0 ) 
5 CONTI NUE 
WRITE <6 · 14';:) 
149 FCRMAT<5X,7H Hc r .• J)I!) 
WR!TE(6, 150 )«He!, .J), 1=1,5 ) , J =l, 5 ) 
150 FDRf'lAT«5 ( E!5. 7 ,2X») 
HMA)<=H (3 , 3 ) 
DO 10 J= 1,5 
llJ=FLOAT (J) 
YB=-40 + (BJ-l ) ~2'O 
DO 10 1=1.,5 
AI =FLDAT ( I) 
XA=-40+<A I-l ) ~20 
C GENERATE 25 EQUATI ONS FRml COtlE DATA 
C 
K=5;4f ( J - !)+I 
SMH(K) = «( HttAX- H( I. J ) )/HMAX)''''*2. 
c 
A1'1(K , 1)==XA~XA 
AM(K, 2 ) =YE;4fYB 
AM(K· 3 ) =~~A:¥.Y 3 
AM(K ,4 ) =XA 
PM<!( ,5 ) =YB 
AM(K.· 6) =1. 
10 c eNT U;UE 




DO 11 J"l,b 
DO 11 1""1,6 
;!I ( I, J) =O. 
DO 11 K=l,c:~S 
58 
A( I, J j =A( I, J)+Af'l (K , I )~AM(K , .,I) 
11 CONT I ~lIJE 
CALL DMI N\o'R(j:h DEn" MS . AA) 
DO 21 1=1.6 
DO 21 .,1=1,6 
IF (J -I ) 22,21,2:1 
22 AA(J, I )=AA(I, j ) 
21 (:ONTINUE 
c S < I ) =A TRANSPOSE" (tl- H ( I , J) ) «:«2: 
c 
DO l4 1=1"; 
$ < 1>=0 . 
DO 13 .,1=1 ,25 
13 so ) =<; ( D+AM(J, [) :4!SMH(.,r ) 
14 CONTINUE 









DO 16 1=1,6 
T< 1>=0. 
DO 16 .,1=1 ",; 
T< I ) =T< I )+AA( I, J ) i't$(.J) 
WRITE (6 , Itb ) ~MAX 
FORMAT ( lHO·2X,19H T( 1) ,T( 2), ..• ,T(6) , 10H 
tJR ITE. ( 6 , 117)(T ( 1) • 1 = 1,6) 
FORt1AH2:X, 6 (£14.6, 2X ) II ) 
CALC. ';HIFT AND ROTATION FROM f( t ) · S 
IF ( T(2)-T ( 1») 52,53,52 
WRITE<6 · 156) 
HMAX=·F"9 . 011 ) 
156 FORMAT< tHO, 5X, 4tH T(1) =H2) .•• FlSSUME ROT=45,$IGN=SIGN T(3 )/I ) 
IF ( T (3»~4,~~,S5 · 
54 THETA=ATAN< -l. ' 
GO TO 60 
55 THETA=ATAN(l . ) 
GO TO GO 
'56 lJRITE ( 6, 157) 
157 FORMAT< tHO · 5:( . ~2H T(J) =I). •• ~SSUI'1E POT=OII) 
53 T!-1ETA=O. 
TAU:o:T(2 ) -T< 1) 
GO TO 62 
S7 T}JS: - o!i:=ATF-Oil (T< J )/ <T ( 2 ) - T< t )) )/2. 
60 TC!u=T(3)/';Hl ( 2. · .. THETA) 
59 
• 
62 THDEG=THETA=-180. l PI 
F=T~U+T ( 1 ) + T<2 ) 
13=T.ClU-T < 1) -T ( 2 ) 
.sETA= ( -1. ) :' (T( 4 ) :4!$ INCTHETA ) +T , S ) *'COS<THETA ) )/f 
ALPl-IA"' <T( 4) "BETA";F''''SIN(THETA) )/( G:4ECDS( THETA» 
CKDlr=-T( 6 ) - (F·"BETA·":';2 . -G't!ALFHA;«":4!i? )/2 . 
WRITE (6,118)ALPHA · BETA,THDEG,CKDIF 
119 FORMAT ( lHO,2X,6HALPHA=,F7 .3,7H BETA=,F7 . 3,3H THETA=,ra . 3, 13H CH 
lEeK UIFF=,E14. 611) 




IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISlOrl(A-H · O-2) 
DOUBLE PRECISlml A, DET · TF 
DIMENSION A(6 .6 ) ,TF (6,6),P (6,6 ) 
C A= I tl'v'ERSE A (GAt.)SE JGRDAtl REDUCT I ON ) 
DC 20 1=1,6 
CO 20 ,)=1 10 
'20 P(I, .J)=A(I,J> 
DET =1. 
DO 23 1=1,6 
DO 23 J=1,6 
IF ( I - J )22,21,22 
2:1 TF<I,J ) =1. 
GO TO Z:3 
22 TF"< I J J)=I) . 
23 CONTINUE 
DO ~50 1:1,6 
C SEARCH PIVOT ELEM. 
AMAX=O. 
'2:4 DO 27 J=1,6 
AB=P (J,I > 




27 corlT I t'lUE 
IF(AMAX>29,83·28 
C I NTERCHAtlGE ROWS TO PI YOT EL£M . ON D I AGONPL 
28 rF ( IROU-ICCL)29,260,29 
2'? e miT I flUE 
DO 200 L:zl,o 
SWAP=P (IROW,L ) 
P ( IROI·J, u=p( 1, U 
200 pq J U=$WA? 
DO 215 L=!,6 
';WAP= TF ( I pow· u 
TF ( !POW·L)=TF (I ,L> 
215 -F <I · U=~W;,P 
260 ceNT I flUE 
PIYOT =P <I ,1) 
DET =DET '·P IVQT 
C ~I V ID~ ?IVOT RmJ BY PIVOT ELEM . 
DO :~~(I L=1,6 
$~O P ~ I · L ) =prI ,L )/~I VOT 
:355 TF <: ,'_) =TFC · l)/PIVOT 
C RE:tL'CE NON-P r VOT ROUS 
DO 5~) K=1,6 
c 
.. 
IF (K- ICOL)400 · 550,400 
400 TP=P <K ,1) 
P<K ,I )=(r. 
DO 450 L=l,6 
4~ P (K , U"'P(K, L) - P ( I, L) ·«T? 
DO 4SS L",1,6 
455 TFl: K,U::sTF (K ,L) -TF(I,l) ·4iiTP 
MSF=D 
GO TO 550 
:33 MSF=l 




SUEROUTItJE DMPAB (I=hB,C, HlRT> 
DOUBLE PRECISIC~t A(6,6) · B( 6, 6 ) , C(6 . 6 ) 
C A~B=C '" ~lATR I X f1U L TIPUCArtQN 
J'" AAA(!,.J) =A INVERSE'.·fh THIS IS A CHECK FOR ERRCR W THE INVERSE 
no 6. 1=1,6 
DO'; J "1·6 
C<I ·J )=I). O 
:DO 6 K=I ,6 




AP?u.'lDIX J. 'T ' OAT..!. 
i'1 t=-? MODE1_ C~IT~iO!: .: 0.0, 0.0) 












c..:.~ ·~.:.1J1) • 
~lE':"'J1J . 
~ST ~Q1JAP.E ~D'LUT!Cf! 
ttOF.Mf.:!Lr:~irCl'l CCI$TAl'IT ~ 22~OI) I)1) 





~1 ~~~"" . 
21..:.;:-..siJlJ , 
R(~),..;.o) 






!'lAP MODEL C:::NT~: < Il.1l I I) ,0 ) 









LZHST SGUAFE ; uI..UT! ON 









M~ MODEL C~'ITE:=.: ( I) • 0 , I) • I) ;. 
P.OTRTIQtl : '5. I) DEGi\:E::~ 
~!a CL:UD 
,:;. ... u, 'oJ) : 
'='1-=-:-=;:0 
-~ .. "-' 
:::16';;16. 
~! : ::'1,;:::,:,. 
·!16';;::i.~, 
.~ 1 .;:'":;:''=' -- .-. --' 
":'I"-;W~":'':' _ . . - - . 
"'!'1 ~-=-:-=;:' --.- -._. 
-:Of'! -=, ..:...:...:. -- . . - . 
":". 'l"':~;:: --_. _. _. 
7hET"::'~ .. ---, ) .. :, .~ 
• 
65 
r<t~p MODEL 1:.8 t Tf:.~: ( I) . 0 I 0 . I) ) 
riO CLCUD 
;'( i,h ''I') : 
~e..;:,rt . 
ZO<S:::7!1j , 
':::1J ,?,·q~ . 
!'J ~~ :--315 • 
~rr~~ . 
7.~ uEGREES 
- . -.-~ Co':' ~~ c.~ .• ::1)1,,"'1 ~ • 
::1) : ,,; ( .:.'.1 • 
!":!~~,,~. 
, ' ,- ' -.. ,... ., 
• 
66 
M~F' ,"'O~EL I: :::~I' c:...-t: ( I) • I) . I) • I) ) 
?aT~TImt: t I). I) DEG~E:::: :S 
20";':::~. 
~ '3':"":;'; . 
;£7':'= I). 000 
~ 11)1J ;:'~;:: . 
~Cl;:ZC:7""' , 
f"" ~) • 4l) ) 
-- - ---:".' ''~I' ,'<:.' . 
67 
• 
i'lAP "10IlEL C8't j <:..~: ': 0,:). 1) . 1)) 
FCT.;Tturl: 2:2 . . ~ ':;£i~~::::-::: 
l -::.~::::.,!..~ . ',. _.' 
' ':::I;:'~:::: . -- . - _. 
Q( -l.l) , ~i) ) 
• 
68 
~l~P i'lODEL CS'IT::'~: .: '5 • .z a.::' ) 
,~OTAT !Orl: I) . I) ~EG~EE~ 
~1~1~"1j . 





~.l. .::-,j~"" ~Or~7::iJ. 
!D:;';D:!IJ . 
::IJ ,~:, ..:.'.I • 
• 
~10DEL ,:ZNTE.;;:: ': 
?OTATIIlr1: 
NO C:""uD 
"w ..... ) : 
'::1) :::::: o:-lJ • 
'::HiJ;~1) • 
!11334.o1. 
!1:1 ';''?jlj I) • 
'::1':'1;:::1) , 
:;':77 ..;.:;0. 
~:~:': ;::" , 
~l :~ry~iJ. 
69 




!1 ~'!' .:.ll. 
~!);:-:"3 2:!), 
~1J::::; l :O . 
Z(',:: : -:.: iJ • 
:::') ~::r:: IJ • 
I...,Er,!.:r; .) • : : ;. 
- -- ~ '-::" 1 1-<= ~ , .. , \,O._ ~ 
• 
70 
i'1S!1P i'lQDE1_ CD'ITE.:O:: ( ;: • ..;, -5 . 2 j 






~O :-0:.':,::;0 • 
"( -.;.:) • -.!.;) ) 
~ 1 ;:..1::;. 
.:.':;;.;:-::-10. 
~2: r:r ~::::1J . 
i'1C!='MPL!:''4'1 :t! I:::CT - rtf '" ':'2Z~0 6() . 
~. --.. , .. .:..:. ~ ':'" - I. 
;,;:::. ~;:;'OIJ . 
'! l ·~:; '::'';;:1 • 
:;:!)(3~OO • 
~IJ '? 1'30:.\1 • 






'::1 ~(.:..!O. -=1.. ~ry . 
71 
- 5.2 J 2.":' ) 
~~ l.;.;lj , 
"l'3IJ.s;: . 
=.131 .... 1. 
. ~. 
!:h:. r ... ; 2.JOO 
~16;1~ . 
~ 1 -=~,;:;.:.;, _ ....... . 
-. --" I ne.. . ... : 
::ET;'", 2 . 2'17 
._'-_., c , .':'. 'JV . 
~ ~ ~ l -::-;n ---- .. ..... 
c:o;:;:ry ry • 
~:::;;::lJfj • 




M~P MODE!.. CO"ITr.:;: 0: S.Z' 2.6" 
2. 5 Oe:GF~E::::; POTATION: 
:-ta ,:-LQUD 
2:1 10 ·~ :~iJ • 
!IJ,?~'O • 
-. "'--. . ';:~ ·: IJ·:'-- . 
LZ,';ST :::l~UPRE: : CL1JT t en 
i. • :s 1 t 
-- "'rli_'-::. ... ~- }- ~. -. ,---":' J, - , ': -. ' ';'. 
!l ~~1.:::. 
-~-.. --;. .'( _ ,,=v. 
c!J -::6~ :'~. 
1 . ~!) 
• 
73 
1'1~ i1ClIlE:L CE!'\T~: < 2.6 ) 




!1:I'!' l l .:.4, 




~ ..... ., .... ~ ..... .. 
-----'!..:. ~ .•• '!.:,:. 
1. ~ 11 
~11~.J.:;. 
Z.1~~.,J., 
,~ .. .!J) • oli) , 
z."::I);:::.l.~. 
Zry ~;:6iJ . 
.. 
i'~AP r.'i01l£"~ CS'IT8: 
':OTAnm,: 
----':" ." ;< .-, ,: ,~ , 
.!Ij ':' ~;a( :.. 
CIJ :"7: ,~,~ • 
ec;:Q:O:'~::' 
74 
( 2.'; 5.2 ) 
7 . !i DECiRE::.; 
. . ..... -..... .;, 
:::1i::S~7E>. 
~ ll ~ ~ l ~. 
_. _ ., 
' ~~ I ";= 
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APPENDIX 5. NORMALIZATION DATA 
Fo r e equal 2. 5 degr ees. 
Pole location: • 2137500 
Di stance 
from 
Pole e tl t2 t3 • (E+06 ) '6 
- 2. 0 1. 06 - 2. 57E-02 - 6. 16E-03 - 7. 22E- 04 4. 41E+02 
- 1. 0 1. 05 - 1. 08E- 04 - 2. 60E-05 - 2. 99E-06 1. 00 
-0. 1 0.77 - 3. 08E-06 - 7. 76E-07 - 6. 21E-08 6. 16E-03 
-0 . 05 0 . 47 -1. 48E-06 - 3. 92E-07 - 1 . 78E- 08 2. 61E-03 
-0. 0075 - 5. 96 - 1. 64E-07 - 7. 56<:-08 1. 87E- 08 6. 32E- 04 
POLE 
0. 0075 3. 80 2. 50E-07 2. 39E-08 3. 01.2:- 08 2. 05E- 04 
0. 05 1. 61 1. 42E- 06 3. 06E-07 6. 27E- 08 - 4. 44E-08 
0. 1 1. 53 1. 67E-06 3. 66E-07 6. 96E-08 - 4. 67E-04 
1. 0 1. 10 1. 27E-05 3. 01£-06 3. 72E-07 - 8. 37E- 02 
2. 0 1. 09 1. 47E-05 3. 52E-06 4. 27E-07 2. 14E-01 




For e equal 7. 5 degrees. 
Pole location : • 2102500 
Distance 
from 
Pole a tl t? t , t, 
(<:+06 ) ;; 0 
- 2. 0 4. 25 -1. 23E- 02 - 4. 86E- 03 -1. 11E- 03 4. 16E+02 
-1. 0 4. 21 - 5. 09£- 05 - 2. 01e-05 - 4. 55E- 06 8. 95E- Ol 
-0 . 1 3. 45 - 1. 60E-06 - 6. 442-07 -1. 15E-07 4. 762- 03 
- 0. 05 2. 63 - 7. 88E-07 - 3. 24E-07 - 4. 28E-08 1. 77E-03 
-0. 0075 - 7. 37 -1. 25E- 07 - 6. 22E-08 1. 66E-08 2. 94E- 04 
POLE 
0. 0075 14. 62 8. 34<:- 08 2. 03E- 08 3. 53E- 08 - 3. 2oE-05 
0. 05" 5. 92 6. 75E- 07 2. 54E-07 8. 82E- 08 - 1. 34E-04 
0. 1 5. 17 1. 22E-06 4. 69E-07 1. 37E- 07 5.52E- 04 
1. 0 4. 38 6. 362-06 2. 512-06 5. 94E- 07 9. 56E-02 
2. 0 4. 34 7. 29E- 06 2. 87E- 06 6. 74E- 07 2. 28E-Ol 
t4 and t,... are ;; equal to zero. 
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• 
For e eaual 22. 5 degrees. 
Pole location : - 1932500 
Di stance 
from 
Pole e tl • • t6 
(;::+06 ) '-2 '-3 
- 1 . 0 11. 60 - 2. 64E- 05 - 8 . 37E- 06 - 7. 74E- 06 1.34 
- 0 . 1 11. 15 - 8 . 43E- 07 - 2. 67E- 07 - 2. 36E- 07 6. 34E- 03 
- 0 . 05 10 . 34 - 3 . 03E-07 - 9 . 58E-08 - 7 . 81E-08 1. 12E- 03 
-0 . 0075 0 . 20 - 3 . 65E-08 - 1. 15;::- 08 - 1. 77£-10 7 . 05;::- 05 
POLE 
0 . 0075 18 . 59 4. 68E- 08 1. 48E- 08 2. 42E- 08 - 1. 94E-05 
0 . 05 12. 89 2. 82E-07 8. 93E- 08 9. 30E- 08 4. 12E- 04 
0 . 1 12. 34 4. 96E- 07 1. 57E- 07 1. 56E- 07 1 . 79E-03 
1. 0 11. 73 2. 39E- 06 7. 60E- 07 7.09E- 07 1. 08E-01 
t4 and t5 are equal to zero . 
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